There are no warranties on house plants. However our staff is happy to assist with any additional cultural questions.

There are **no returns** on discounted plants or any tropicals.

**Keep your sales slip.** Sales slip or other proof of purchase must be presented to receive credit. Store credit or exchanges must be made within 24 hours of purchase.

**CARE:**

**Temperature:** Average Warmth minimum 50°F

**Light:** Bright Indirect Light— Medium—Low Light

**Water:** Water thoroughly and allow soil to go dry in-between waterings— in Fall and Winter water once a month. Use water that has been sitting out for 24 hours.

**Air Humidity:** Not Necessary.

**Bloom:** Not significant

**Repotting:** Only repot plants in the Spring every 3+ years. Do not repot plants in containers that exceed more than 2” diameter greater than the old container. For example: If you are repotting 4” houseplant it should be re-potted into a 6” container.